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One solution - a gentle introduction

● Adapted literature
○ Correct reading level
○ Understandable vocabulary

● Real and recent research
● Interesting topics
● Easy for teachers
● Improved understanding of 

scientific method



SJK - Our main resource

- Adapted peer-reviewed primary 
scientific research papers

- Elementary, middle, and high school
- Arranged like a scientific research paper

- Papers are:
- Recently published
- Suggested by student volunteers
- Generally from high impact journals

- Adaptations are approved by 
researchers

- Accurate representation of research



Adaptations also have:

- Adapted methods and results figures
- Glossary of key terms
- Check Your Understanding questions
- Additional reference suggestions



Example

Fisheries Adaptation

https://portal.printingcenterusa.com/flipbook_share.php?code=926438&title=Sustainable%20fishing&desc=A%20Science%20Journal%20for%20Kids%20article%20and%20worksheet&_gl=1*1dllgcn*_ga*OTM0Nzg1NDEyLjE3MDc3Mjk3Njc.*_ga_EW1LYPQ076*MTcxMTM3NjQ0MS43LjEuMTcxMTM3NjUwNS42MC4wLjA.


SJK - Additional Resources

- Audio versions of articles (video and podcast forms available)
- Blackboard versions of articles (SJK Academy)
- Videos to introduce paper topics
- Additional activity/lab suggestions

- Created by SJK educators
- Curated from reputable educational partners



More additional resources 

- Lesson idea videos
- Ask a Scientist videos (questions from students)
- Podcasts

- Lesson ideas - geared toward middle school
- Ask-a-Scientist (long form interviews with researchers)

- Translations of adaptations (19 languages)
- Collections



Website Tour

https://www.sciencejournalforkids.org/ 

https://www.sciencejournalforkids.org/


Suggestions on how to use SJK resources

- Younger Students:
- Pair adaptations with activities

- In or outside the classroom
- Create their own glossary to learn scientific vocab 
- Create their own results graph based on the text

- Older Students:
- Pair adaptations with activities
- Pair adaptations with original articles
- Have students write their own adaptations
- Have students replicate methodologies

- Use both adaptations and original articles for 
reference
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Questions

My contact information: 

Dr. Miranda Wilson - miranda@sciencejournalforkids.org


